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vVlLMA MANKILLER SPOKE WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT McGAW.
JEREMIAH JENNE
Voice Staff Writer
wilma Mankiller. PrinciDal Chief
of the Cherokee Nation, spoke
Wednesday nightat McGaw Chapel.
A strong advocate of self-hel-p
and grass-root- s activism. Ms.
Mankiller (the name is an archaic
Native American expression akin to
AIDS Awareness Promoted on Campus by Quilt and Lectures
DANA DE WEESE
News Editor
.
This week continues an agenda of
AIDS-relate- d issues, which began
Monday in Mateer with 14 docu-
mentary films made during the first
10 years the disease was known.
On Sunday, the NAMES Project
AIDS Memorial Quilt will be unfolded
in McGaw Chapel, where it will re-
main on display until Tuesday.
'Leadership Has Nothing to do with Gender1
".. ,
AO
"general") was first elected as
Deputy Chief in 1983 and became
Principal Chief in 1985 when her
predecessor stepped down.
Re-elect- ed by a narrow margin in
1987, her strong leadership and the
strides made in the Cherokee nation
during her tenure increased her popu- -
lar base, and in 1991 she was once
The NAMES quilt is crafted of 1 5
squares, measuring 12 feet by 12
feet, with each square featuring the
name of a man or woman who has
died of the AIDS virus.
The names will be read in an
opening ceremony at McGaw at
4 p.m. Sunday.
After the ceremony, the quilt
will be on display until 8 p.m.
Sunday and from 10 a.m. to 8
Photo by Mike Pepper
again re-elec- ted this time with 83
per cent of the vote in her favor.
The Cherokees are the second
largest Native American nation
in the United States (after the
Navajo) and are located prima-
rily in a mostly rural section of
Northeast Oklahoma.
According to Mankiller there are
p.m. Monday and Tuesday.
AIDS awareness will continue
Monday with a discussion led by
Sister Johnica D'Amico, SND, a
Roman Catholic nun whose brother
died of AIDS in November, 1990,
D'Amico will be a guest of the
Newman Catholic Student Associa-
tion and will discuss how the ethnic
Catholic community in "Little Italy"
Cleveland responded to her brother's
124,000 registered Cherokees in the
Cherokee Nation today.
As Principal Chief, Mankiller over
sees educational, housing, health care,
aiidbusinessdevelorxrientprogramswith
abudgetof$52million. 'Principal Chief,"
says Mankiller, "is like being a social
worker, CEO, and governor all at once."
One of her primary concerns is the
continuing survival ofCherokee culture
and traditions. Mankiller seemed opti-
mistic, stating that the Cherokee Nation's
resilience to over 500 years of persecu-tio- n
at the hands ofEuro- -Americans has
shown her that the Nation will be able to
survive another 500 years.
Mankiller recounted the devastat
ing injustices at the hands of the
United States govemmentthat forced
the Cherokees to move from their
native homeland in Southeastern
United States (what is today Geor-
gia, Tennessee, and Alabama) to
Indian Territory (Oklahoma) in 1839.
Under apromise by the United States
that the Eastern Okiahbmawould be
"theirs forever" the Cherokees re-
built their nation.
They built the first schools (Euro-Americ- an
or Native American) west
of the Mississippi and established a
bilingual newspaper. After the Civil
War, however, their idyllic world was
shattered when the U. S. goverment
began to talk about opening up Indian
Territory to settlement
By 1906, the central tribal demo-
cratic government had been dis-
banded. The judicial and educa-
tional systems had been dismantled
and the common lands of the tribe
had been redistributed among the
individual Cherokees.
It was a disaster from which the
Cherokees almost never recovered.
Then, in 1971,an ActofCongress
allowed the Cherokees to elect their
homosexuality and affliction with
AIDS. The discussion, which be-
gins at 6 p.m., is open to the public
and will follow Newman's weekly
dinner table in Lowry dining hall.
Another speaker on AIDS will be
featured as Jacob Gayle, Ph.D., dis-
cusses "Lessons Learned from the
HIV Battlefield." Gayle represents
the Centers for Disease Control as
an assistant for minority populations.
own leaders. The nation, then bank-- .
rupt, began to rebuild.
Starting with little more than a store-
front, the Cherokees recovered using
their own "absolute determination.
It was during the reconstruction of
the 1970's that Mankiller became
involved in tribal affairs. Joining in
1977 as a staff person, she brought
with her a fundamental philosophy
that "the Cherokee, in fact poor
people in general, have a greater
capacity for solving their own prob-
lems than given credit for.
Under this premise, Mankiller set
up a number of self-hel- p programs
designed to promote prosperity
among the Cherokee Nation, from
the ground up.
Asked to assist her predecessor
when he developed systemic cancer
in 1982, she attended business and
political meetings in his place while
he recovered. In 1983, he asked her
to run on the 6ame ticket as his
Deputy Chief.
Mankiller faced strong opposition
based on her gender. Her opposition
she said, "was a problem that I needed
to get under control and deal with it I
chose to ignore it" Mankiller went on
to add that "gender has nothing to do
with leadership and leadership noth-
ing to do with gender."
Addressing the problems of mi-
nority educational inequalities, she
suggested a minority coalition that
could strengthen their position in
the American political arena.
Mankiller emphasized her overall
faith in the power of the people and
grass roots organization by stating
that "people will have to solve edu-
cational problems. Even though we
may not be able change the world,
we just might change it enough to
make a difference."
His presentation begins Tuesday at
8 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall and is
free and open to the public.
The events conclude with a panel
discussion on AIDS Wednesday at
7:30 pjn. in Gault Recital Hall.
The discussion will be followed
by an awareness session which
will provide information to per-
sons wishing to become involved
in AIDS-relate- d causes.
But don't come into the R & WC
expecting to have someone write
your paper for you. The Center is not
a band-ai- d service. Wc do not fix your
text for you," said Grace.
. There is as much involvement of
the student as the tutor," said Research
Associate Linda Bromund.
AH studcntsareeligibie fortheCenter's
services. Appointments are preferred,
but drop-in- s are more than welcome.
Students are encouraged to slop in and
see one of the consultants. If student
tutors are busy, persons needing help
should sign up on the weekly appotnt-me- nt
schedule posted outside theCenter.
We have a good range of students.''
Grace cortjrucd.Veserve all people on
all levels. The Center just isn't for reme-
dial writers. This is one of the biggest
misconceptions about the Center."
The Center is a place where begin-
ning writers can get help and where
good writers come to refine their skills."
said Bromund. Every paper brought
in has something good in it. We reaf-
firm those points," she said.
The Center primarily reads students'
essays. ' It acts as a body of educated
readers,asking common-sens- e questions
and pointing out problems in organiza-
tion, development and expressicn.
"The Center, though, isn't only for
writing, h's a place where
ing takes place to help students know
where to start." said Bromund. .
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SGA Hosts Trustee Meeting: Hear Student Concerns
LAUREN COHEN
Voice Staff Writer
The Student Relations Committee
of the Board of Trustees met last
night with a panel of student leaders
to hear their goals and concerns.
The purpose of the meeting-indee- d,
the purpose of the committee, as speci-
fied in the Board of Trustees Bylaws --
is to "review matters affecting stu-
dents of the College, other than those
relating to the academic program, con-
sider proposals on such matters, and
report and make recommendations
thereon to the Board of Trustees as
may be required.
The Trustees on the Student Re-
lations Committee review informa
Against Sexual Assault (CASA).
International Students Associa-
tion (ISA), Black Students Asso-
ciation (BSA). and the Forensics
Team.
Each representative was given
time to discuss the plans and goals
of their organization, as stated in
previously submitted reports. The
panel members were then given the
opportunity to raise questions and
concerns regarding these reports.
As the Committee's name sug-
gests, the issues and proposals dis-
cussed at last night's meeting will
have a direct effect on students.
Issues raised at the meeting in-
clude the recent changes to SGA,
Reading and Writing Center Involves
Students as Much as litor
DINO DISANTO
Voice Staff Writer
When the Reading and Writing
Center first began in 1978 under Di-
rector Nancy Stevens, it was just for
l students, who, were sent by faculty
: members for help - -
Theii, in 1$J?4, Director Mike Allen
made drastic changes in the Center.
Allen moved the location of the Cen-
ter from its original location in Babcock
Hall to Andrews Library, second floor,
where it is today. He also eliminated
the requirement that students need
- permission to attend the Center.
" Allen initiated the practice of send- -'
ing follow --up reports to professors
each time a student visits the Center.
The reports make noteof the areas that
the tutor and the student worked on.
. give a summary of the consultation,
' and may also recommend that the
- student needs additional help.
Today, Nancy Grace is the Associate
.
Director of the Center. The Center is
flourishing as it serves over 700 people
per semester. This year the Center has
7 alirady held 220 conferences.
The purpose of the Center is to help
, students develop their reading and
writing skills. S taffed by experienced
- professionals and trained peer tutors,
.. the Center is a free resource for all
students on campus who need assis-
tance in planning, writing and revis-
ing their academic texts. .
tion as it is presented to them by its
student members of the Committee.
This committee serves as a liaison
between the campus community at
large, and the whole of the Board of
Trustees, with the goal of making
the board aware of campus organi-
zations, and of student needs.
Student representatives at last
night's meeting included the
leaders of many campus organi-
zations, including the Student
Government Association (SGA).
Environmental Concerns of Stu-
dents (ECOS).The Wooster Vol-
unteer Network. Inter-Sectio- n
and Inter-Clu- b Councils. The
Wooster Voice, Community
"We help in getting the ideas out and
organized," said Grace,
The Center also provides reading help
for those students with reading disabili-
ties. Unrovicks instruction in increasing
reading speed, vocabulary and reading
comprehension.
We do, though, have eight to nine
international students wrorcgulariycorne
for help with reading and on understand-
ing OTversatCT better," Branund said.
-
.
The Center isopen Monday through
Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon, 1 to 4
pm and 7 to 10 pjn4 on Friday from
9 to noon and from 1 to 4; and on
Sunday from 1 to 4 and from 7 to 10.
The Center is closed Friday evenings
and all day Saturday.
Starting October 14, from 7 p.m. to
10 pjn., there will be an adjunct Cen-
ter open in Taylor Hall, room 206.
The students working on the comput-
ers are usually working on papers.
We're over there to give them some
help," said Bromund.
The rest of the Center's staff in-
cludes consultants Barbara Hampton,
Barbara Hustwit and Cheryl Redfem.
The intern is Danielle Dunn, who is in
charge of organizing the first-ye- ar
seminar Forum Journal, published
annually. Peer tutors this year are
Jennifer Balbo. Jonathan Brickerr
Carissa Conner, Kristen Grandey,
Coretta Jones, Steven Marroulis and
Christopher Myers.
In order to provide extra support of students who have experienced or who are experiencing
life in a dysfunctional family due to alcoholism,
The Dean of Students' Office, in conjunction with Wayne County Alcoholism Services;
is sponsoring a professionally led support group.
Adult Children of Alcoholics
Meetings are Thursday at 8 p.m. in Wishart 104
the College's meal plan for stu-
dents, the smoking, alcohol, and
parking policies of the College,
the environmental soundness of
the renovation of Kenarden Hall,
the changes in the Greek System,
and the the issue of sexual as-
sault as it continues to be a prob-
lem on this campus.
In addition, the Trustees were also
made aware of new programs and
policies that have already been
implemented by various groups on
campus.
The Trustees on the Student
Relations Committee will con-
sider these and other issues pre-
sented at the meeting, and will
William Julius Wilson to
Speak at 1991 Wooster
Forum October 21
NEWS SERVICES
William Julius Wilson, professor
of sociology and public policy and
director of the Center for the Study
of Urban Inequality at the Univer-
sity of Chicago, will speak about
The Poorest of the Urban Poor
Race, Class and Social Isolation in
the Inner City Ghetto" at the College
of Wooster at 7:30 p.m. on Monday,
October 21. in McGaw Chapel.
. Wilson's lecture, which is free
and open to the public, is one of a
series of events in the Wooster Fo-
rum, which is addressing issues of
diversity and discrimination.
In addition to his academic pur-
suits, Wilson currently is directing a
S2.8 million study into poverty, job-
lessness and family structure in the
inner city. The study is being funded
by a consortium, including the Ford,
Rockefeller, Carnegie, Joyce, Wil-
liam T. Grant, Spencer, Lloyd A.
Fry foundations and the Woods
Charitable Fund.
A past president of the American
Sociological Association. Wilson is
a fellow in the American Academy
of Arts and Sciences and the Ameri
can Association for the Advance
ment of Science. He also is a
Mac Arthur Prize fellow. Wilson is
a member of the American Philo-
sophical Society and the National
Academy of Sciences.
The author or co-auth- or of numer
ous articles in professional journals.
Wilson also is a prize-winni- ng au-
thor of several books. He wrote The
Declining Significance of Race:
decide upon their impact on stu-
dent life. They will then make a
report to the other Trustees at the
full Board meeting Saturday
morning. Once this report is
made, it becomes the responsi-
bility of the entire Board to make
policy decisions regarding the
issues discussed in the Student
Relations Committee meeting.
'Students interested in speak-
ing with Board members are
urged to attend the reception to
be held at 4:30 this afternoon in
Lowry Center, students should
remember that the reception is
intended to be a social, not po-
litical, event.
Blacks and Changing American In
stitutions, which received the Ameri
can Sociological Association's
Sydney S. Spivack Award for
intergroup relations.' ' ' "
Wilson wrote The Truly Disad- -
vantaged: . The Inner City. The
. Underclass and Public Policy, which
was selected by the editors of the
New York Times Book Review as one
of the 16 best books published in
1987. The work also was selected as
one of the winners of The Washing
ton Monthly's 18th Annual Book
Award, received the North Central
Sociological Association's Scholarly
Achievement Award and was the
winner of the Society for the Study
of Social Problems' C.Wright Mills
Award.
.
Wilson also is the author of Power.
Racism and Privilege: Race Rela
tions in Theoretical and
Sociohistorical Perspectives. He
edited The Ghetto Underclass: So-
cial Science Perspectives and co-edit- ed
ThroughDifferentEyes:Black
and White Perspectives on Ameri-
can Race Relations.
Following Wilson's appearance,
the next presentation in the Wooster
Forum series will be a lecture by
Jaime Escalante at 7:30 pjn. on Sun-
day, November 3. in McGaw Chapel.
Escalante. the celebrated California
high school mathematics teacher
who was the inspiration for the movie
Stand and Deliver, originally had
been scheduled to open the Forum in
September but postponed that ap-
pearance for health reasons.
ONLf YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FWES.
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Interlibrary Loan Supplements
Andrews Library Resources
ELISE M. BATES
Staff Writer
Students who are working on
independent study or long-ter- m
research should be aware of the
Interlibrary Loan (ILL)offered by
Andrews Library.
This service allows College of
Wooster students, faculty and
staff the chance to borrow infor-
mational sources free from librar-
ies anywhere in the world.
Each student is limited to IS
requests per semester and each
source is counted as a request.
Because it usually takes five to
14 days until the material is re-
ceived, it is recommended that
these requests be placed early.
Sometimes, the entire process
requires three to four weeks, and
therefore it is important that each
student allow enough time. .
The ILL due dates are perti-
nent also. Other libraries will
fail to cooperate if Wooster's
loaned materials are not re-
turned on time.
Overdue fines will be charged
at the rate of one dollar per item,
per day.
The ILL and Online Computer
Library Center (OCLC) will ques-
tion five lenders for subject mat-
ter and can be searched for the
status of the request, the date of
shipping and where the subject
matter is on a string of lenders.
Two OCLC terminals are avail-
able outside the reference office
in the library. This is also where
the ILL forms are found. The
completed requests need to be
placed in the wall file outside the
circulation office.
The Reference Department of-
fers "OCLCILL Updates" to ac-
quaint students with the OCLC
terminals. These sessions are held
Mondays at 3 p.m., Wednesdays
at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 10 a.m.
Sign-u- p sheets for help are at the
circulation desk.
In the 1990-9- 1 academic school
year, nearly 1 1,000 requests and
lends were filled. This is a direct
representation of a 175 percent
increase in the use of OCLC and
ILL over the last eight years.
Just recently, Wooster made its
first library exchange with the
Soviet Union.
Any other questions about these
programs need to be directed to Su-
pervisor of Circulation Services Ann
Shisler at extension 2136.
U.S. Department of Education
Renews Mathematics Grant
NEWS SERVICES
The United States Department
of Education, through its Fund
for the Improvement of Post sec-
ondary Education- - (FIPSE), has
renewed a grant for a project
which is incorporating computer
algebra and graphing software
programs into the introductory-leve- l
mathematics curriculum at
the College of Wooster.
The $29,210 grant will partially
fund Wooster's two-ye- ar pro-
gram - to introduce advanced
computer algebra software and
new teaching methods which re-
move much of the traditional
manipulation of numbers associ-
ated with learning calculus.
FIPSE's original grant to the pro-
gram was $23,500.
Wooster's program also is sup-
ported by a $26,000 grant from
the National Science Foundation
(NSF) and a $40,000 grant from
the Charles A. Dana Foundation.
The Dana grant is being used to
develop group-learnin- g tech-
niques in Wooster's mathemat-
ics curriculum.
The NSF grant funds computer
equipment for a group-learnin- g
laboratory.
As a result of these three
grants. 292 of the 350 students
currently enrolled in Wooster's
introductory mathematics
courses are using the new soft-
ware and the group-learni- ng labo-
ratory.
The students are studying a range
of mathematical subjects from pre-calcul- us
to linear algebra.
"The combination of computer
algebra systems, which do for
algebra and calculus what pocket
calculators do for simple arith-
metic, and the group-learnin- g
environment are allowing my
colleagues and Isic to teach
concepts rather than devote large
blocks of time to computational
techniques," said John Ramsay,
Professor of Mathematical Sci-
ences.
"In addition, we are seeing an
increase in students electing to
major in mathematics since we
began the first stages of this pro-
gram three years ago," said
Ramsay. "At that time, we only
had six or seven students select-
ing mathematics as a major dur-
ing their junior year. This se-
mester, 13 juniors are majoring
in the subject, despite the declin-
ing national trend in the study of
mathematics by college
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Buck' Harris, Public Health Advisor and Gay Men's Health
Consultant for the Ohio Department of Health, addressed
Wooster students and members of the community Tuesday night
inGault Rbcital Hall. His lecture, ENrrTTLED "AIDS 101," boneof
AN ONGOING SERIES OF EVENTS INTENDED TO RAISE AIDS AWARENESS.
ib e n
WOMEN'S RTHLETIC RSSOCWTION
ALL CAMPUS CONTEST
FOR A NELD LDAA LOGO
$25.00 PRIZE
ALL ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY OCTOBER
25THAT4:00P.M.
SEND ENTRIES TO BOX 2421
" " 'ANNOUNCEMENT
Alvin Sheer, Program Director and Visual Arts Advisor, plans
to visit Wooster Friday, October 1 1, to speak' to students and
faculty interested in GLCA's New York Arts Program. He
expects to arrive on campus at 9:30 A.M. to be at the
International Programs Fair in Lowry Center from 10:00
A.M. to 2:00 P.M., followed by student interviews in the
Art Building until 4:00. Sign up sheet for interviews is posted
in room 16 (Susan Hansen's office), Severance Art Building.
If there are any questions, please call Susan Hansen, Ext. 2191
Page 4
Tour Operator seeking moti- -
Ivated students, organizauons,
Fraternities, and Sororities as
campus representatives
promoting Cancun, Bahamas,
Datona, and Panama City!
Call 1-800-7- 24-1555?
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EARN $2,000 PLUS FREE
SPRING BREAK TRIP!
North America's 1 Student
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ICE HOUSE DRIVE - HRU
For all your beverage and party needs.
Beer.wine, chips, soda, ice and snackfcods.
HOURS
Sun. - Thur. zr1
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University
ICEHOUSE
Bowman 1
T3
3
located at the corner of Bowman and Palmer
IKE'S GREAT AMERICAN RESTAURANT
OPEN 24 HOURS
t20 Off With
college i.d.
coll us at
262-53- 11
1
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t
II I Bob Evans
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HAIRCUT
ONLY
It's easy to mabe the grade at Fiesta the affordable salon! Whether it's
a new loob or your favorite look, you can always depend on Fiesta for
quality, service and style at affordable prices. So. get bacb to school in
style and take advantage of the smart savings with Fiesta!
ProfeufcMtal rrtcs fry our frteadly staff todmO
Halrcat (with shampoo) '
Total Loofe (Includes shampoo, cut blowdry.
conditioner and curling iron) $14.99
nrnnriKi $t$.99 up
Color aad HlghUtfbtlaf $19.99 Ap
At your convenience, put Fiesta on your schedule this Fall!
There' no appointment needed Just imIIi In! Open 7 day weefe.
r FREE
TANNING
I SESSIONS
I with any purchase over $11X0
Nan Bcfundafcte.
rtair&Tcmlng Salons
COLLEGE HILLS PLAZA
1807 Bcall Awe.
(Near Sears)
I65-9U- S
-
1
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.THE WOOSTER VOICE
Spanky Goes to Campus Council & SGA
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
Editor-in-Chi- ef
I was walking down to the Voice
office the other day when I heard
this moaning and groaning of 'nays'
and yays coming from one of those
conference rooms in Lowry that no
one goes into.
I thought it-wa- s some kind of
Sidekick meditation course, but
seven hours later my good buddy.
Spanky McBride, stumbled down to
the Voice office and set me straight
He was in terrible shape. He had
a bottle of Tylenol in one hand, a
bag of ice in the other, and he had a
cup of tea clenched between his
teeth.
He then gobbled down the aspi-
rin, and put the ice bag on his head,
while he sipped his Earl Grey.
What's the problem Spanky?, I
asked him, you got that flu that's
Casa's Ads Unsightly
Community Against Sexual As-
sault (CASA) has recently taken
meeting advertisement to a new level.
They obviously feel that posters and
advertisements in the Potpourri do
not get enough attention, and to suf-fkient- ly
advertise their meetings, they
must write their meeting times on the
sidewalks in big, bright, attention-gettin-g
colors.
This form of advertising is as bad
as CASA's goals are good.
Not only do the ads deface the
colleee campus (thankfully they used
chalk, so the defacement is not
Tfc WoosUrVoia is a newspeperof theCoDege
ofWaMconny.inanaged aid produced
exekaavery by sudents. The Voice is published
each Friday during rhe academic school year.
except during examination and break periods.
Opkiions expressed herein are net necessaniy
rjxcfirieirudertbafyjacuky.conegeadmin- -
istration, of The Voict staff. Bytined pieces
reflect only the cpnions of the writers. The
Wocaur Voict encourages all typed, double --
spaced letters to the edaorwhich do not exceed
300 words. Ixnen must canurin the writer's full
name, address, and telephone number in order
to be considered fcrpubbobon. Letters mutt be
received by 5 pm on Tuesday lobe considered
fcrthefcliowing Fridsy'spublkabon. The Vote
staff reserves the right to hold or edit any letter
which it receives. Subscriptions voTheWoasur
Voict are S30 per year and $20 per semester.
Overseas subscriptions are S50. Subscription
orders and ether commentary should be ad-
dressed to: The Wooster Voice
Boot C--3 187, COW.
Wooster, OH 44691
(216)263-259- 8
been going around?
"No, budly. I just went to a
Campus Council meeting."
Now, I.had heard of these meet-- "
ings, where all the campus big wigs,
like faculty, administrators, and stu-
dents, get together to settle real im-
portant issues facing our campus and
give money to those organizations
that 'work on those issues.
They, after all, authorize all fund-
ing for the Voice.
Well, Spanky, what's the Campus
Council meeting have to do with
.
the Hygeia supplies.
"Have you ever been to one of
those things?"
Well...
They spend all their time arguing
about the silliest things."
Like what?
I couldn't figure it out Like, do I
have to motion to have the floor, or do
I have to have the floor to motion?"
permament), but they set an unwel-
come precedent.
Will the day come when it will be
impossible to walk outside on this
campus without seeing
ments for various groups and activi-
ties on the sidewalks, sides of build-
ings and anywhere else where they
might attract some attention?
I hope not, but CASA's actions are
certainly a step in thatdirection. La's
keep the advertisements on posters
which are posted on bulletin boards,
and not on the sidewalks where they
deface the campus.
Fritz Nelson "93
What?
"You know, if I want to actually
say something.
I wanted to, but I had to wait until
they figured out who could make a
motion to have agenda C moved to
agenda B, and then if they spelled
agenda right, so they could correct
the minutes from the week before.
But before they could do that, some-
body had to motion whether or not
they could do that without having
the floor."
That's confusing.
"Imagine how I felt Now I have to
go to an SG A meeting."
Those can't be any worse, eh?
"I don't know, but last I heard,
they formed an ad-h- oc committee
on Ohio welfare entitlements, and
that took four hours."
What's that have to do with the
College?
"ExacU
Concern Over ICC Debt
Inter-Clu- b Council is a vital
organization for women's clubs,
but as a member of the Greek
community I would like to ex-
press my concern over the debt
incurred by ICC, which.as it now
stands, is well over $900.
Not only do I consider this a
rather depressingly large sum of
money, but I was also shocked to
find that ICC has no records as to
how they have accumulated this
debt.
After Spanky hobbled out of the
office, I started to think.
We learn a lot here at Wooster
about all the bad things in the world.
And most of those bad things don't
get fixed because the fixers are
worried about .their bureaucracy.
I mean, bureaucracy means a lot.
It earns people money cause they
get to stay on the clock thinking up
more procedures and guidelines to
take more time to Fix so they can
stay on the clock even longer.
Look at the government Civil ser-
vants have a lot of power. They can
make your life miserable if they want
to. Ever been to the Dept. of Motor
Vehicles?
. .
.
'
It's enough todrive you to Tylenol
and ice bags.
But it's supposed to be different
here at Wooster. We're gonnachange
the world, right?
Not with more bureaucracy
This;mior dilemmarmakes the
recent vote to increase dues hard
to accept. Why not try a
fundraiser instead of taking the
easy way out with a dues in-
crease?
Removing the debt before plan-
ning any other events should be
first on their priority list. ICC
cannot raise dues every time they
get into debt.
. Lisa Clark '92
Espilon Kappa Omicron, VP.
I
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Miss Ohio Ad Proves Pageant's Sexist Nature
BRUCE FRIESEN
I wish to offer a critique of the
advertisement for the 1992 Miss
Ohio U-S.- A. Pageant which ap-
peared in a recent edition of The
Wooster Voice.
I am of the opinion that the pur-
pose of such pageants is to legiti-
mize the practice of evaluating the
worth of all women on physical ap-peara- nce
alone rather than other char-
acteristics.
This practice is commonly referred
to in academic circles as "the objec-tificati- on
of women."
Because they are continually
judged according to an unattainable
standard of physical beauty, women
are not taken seriously in academic,
professional or other endeavors.
There are those who might sug-
gest that the scope of such pageants
has broadened in recent years by the
selection of contestants who dem-
onstrate abilities in the performing
arts. In the advertisement, however,
the boldest sentence other that the
title reads, "No performing talent
required."
Further, simply being married or
having once been married excludes
a woman from the competition in
the pageant.
I would suggest this is because
the idea of virginal purity and avail-
ability makes women more desir-
able in the eye of the traditional
male.
The age limit of 17 to 27 also
limits the contestants to what is gener
ally perceived to be the age when
women look their physical best.
There are others who take pride
in the fact that, aside from physical
beauty. Miss Ohio represents the
cultural heritage of Ohio since she
presumably grew up here.
Again the advertisement clearly
states that the applicant must only be
a "six-mon- th resident" of Ohio. To
further debwnk the notion that Miss
Ohio should come from Ohio, the
ad explicitly states. Thus college
dorm students are eligible."
What appears to be the criteria for
entering, then, is not what you can
do or who you are, but simply how
you look.
Despite these important aspects
of the pageant, the statement in the
ad I found most offensive was, "AH
girls interested in competing for the
title must write.n(emphasis added).
Use of the word girls here in the
place of women is demeaning, and
precludes the possibility of treating
contestants as serious adult women.
While the term "boys" is some-
times used to refer to adult males in
recreational settings, it is rarely ap-
plied to adult males engaged in
serious academic or professional
pursuits.
Therefore, there can be little doubt
that the purpose of such pageants is
to continue legitimizing the prac-
tice of evaluating women, first and
foremost, by a physical standard of
beauty.
This definition of beauty is male- -
oriented, is artificial rather than natu-
ral, is unhealthy to the point of
anorexia, and is one which (if ever
obtained at all) is ephemeral.
After speaking with Wooster
Voice editor Marc Smith regard-
ing the purpose of the paper, let
me reinforce that I am apprecia-
tive of his efforts in attempting
to have the Voice used as a forum
to deal with such issues through
exposure and dialogue rather than
censorship.
Social change is often best facili-
tated by drawing attention to the
harmful and sexist implications of
the taken-for-grant- ed activities (such
as the pageant) in our everyday
cial world. This is what I have tried
to do.
Lessons in College Parking Policies and Practices
KEVIN ANDERSON
Ah, the smell of fresh mud. It really
makes one feel at home again. The
dreary skies, the not-so-pleas- ant feel-
ing of having one's cold clothing stick
. to one's body in its damp entirety.
It's been a long time coming, and
now it's here: the rain season of
Wooster. But hey, at least it isn't
snowing yet.
Please keep in mind, however, a
few simple rules to make your wet
season a happy, chafing one.
Rule number one is that although
every one of us pays the same (mi-
nus financial aid) comprehensive fee.
one must pay an additional fee to
park one's car. It could be argued
that just as some do not choose to
take advantage of the gym. some do
not choose to take advantage of their
parking spaces.
If athletes-an- d bookworms-ar- e not
penalized for taking advantage of
the available facilities, why should
drivers be?
It could be further deduced that,
instead of additional fees, some re-
funds are in order.
I smell driver discrimination.
Rule number two is any Joe (or
Jane) off the street can park in front
of Lowry Center, the STUDENT
Union, but college STUDENTS who
finance the whole operation are pro-
hibited to use this lot except in the
most bizarre circumstances.
I think the next allowable time is
the second Tuesday ofNovember, be-
tween 11:59 pjn. and 4:37 ajn., but
only if the moon is indeed full, and
security has fulfilled its quota of tickets.
Rule number three is that you, yes
you, will be penalized for parking in
some undesirable spot-i-n fact, the
only spot within safe walking dis-
tance from your dorm, or apartment
at some absolutely obscene time,
when absolutely no one but Security
is concerned about what car is in
what spot, because all decent people
are in bed at that hour.
Instead of patrolling the campus, it
seems that they dedicate themselves
Ringing the Bell a Little Late, eh Guys?
WILL SHTFMAN
Why this late, people Why did the
allegations of professor Anita Hill
come out so late? Why did it have to
occur just days before the vote for
confirmation of Judge Clarence Tho-
mas? Partisan play? You betcha.
Now two people must put their
lives on live television testimony to-
day. Doc to this miscarriage of mud--
slinging in our hauon's Capitol, there
is an even greater delayJot infilling
tne aDsence criiiaice rwansao--- :
Right away, rihieir:you l"don't
supportJustice Thomas. He has risen
to being a key player in the Reagan
administration through his flip-flo- p
decision-makin- g on the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission.
This doesn't surprise me; I've smelled
the political corruptness wallowing
in the sewers on the Hill before.
What upsets me is the decision to
appoint a man who has only thirteen
months. There appears to be more
scrutiny over plate umpires in Major
. League baseball.
What really pulls at me is the slop-pine- ss
in the investigation of Mr.
. Thomas.
; Professor Hill made the report years
J ago.' Yet someone decided it was
- politically correct to spring this new
T information into the public spectrum.
It isn't bad enough that both had to
live through the allegations once be-
fore. Now their private lives will sus-
pect to all of America.
Both sides are grilling up for the
debate on the 'sexual conduct of
Clarence Thomas. The accusers are
waiting to flail any word that might
help the denial ofThomas's appoint-
ment to theSupreme CourtThe White
House is preparing their defense:
anything to assure their candidate of
his rightful prize for his dedication to
party politics.
B ut at the cost of the privacy of mis
man and woman and all their associ-
ates in the past ten years? Why
couldn't Congress ask for private tes-
timony from the witnesses?
Instead we have more soap opera
to watch this coming Friday and Sat-
urday.
If they disapprove ofThomas dur-
ing the confirmation vote I will be
pleased. But I hope that this sloppy
practice of Congressional work does
not set a precedent for the way we
reviewcandidates for federal
to patrolling the parking lots.
Perhaps if a program like Safe-wal- k
were reinstated, or if Security
gave rides freely to concerned parties,
the ticketing would not be as bad.
But I'm half-tempt-ed to simply
throw up my hands and say, "So
what?" B ig deal, someone parked in
the wrong spot between 2 a.m. and 6
a.m. It's not like they were preventing
someone else from parking there.
It makes one think that Security
actually does have a quota for park-
ing tickets. I have learned first-han- d
that several of the officers have a
small problem with being
overzealous in the line of what they
consider to be their duty, but that's
another column.
Maybe they have deluded them-
selves in to believing that they are
actually promoting diversity at the Col-
lege by handing out those tickets.
"Look at our diverse campus popu-
lation. Half of our students have
tickets, and the other half don't."
So let's recap. It is your right to:
park as far away from your destina-- m
lion as physically possible, to pay
for people who do not park in front
of our student union; and to pay in
addition to the comprehensive fee
something that should be included
in the comprehensive fee.
Know your rights: these are your
rights!
7" e
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The past couple weeks have been
pretty quiel for listeners of WCWS
(90.9 FM), the College's student-ru- n
radio station.
This is because the station has
been unable to broadcast due to a
"failure in the power amplifier tube
of the transmitter," says station Gen-
eral Manager Andy Gardner.
According to Gardner, it is im-
possible at the current power level
to broadcast without the tube. "It's
either on or off," says Gardner, and
when the tube is off, so is WCWS.
The station was left with two
choices: Buyanewpoweramplifier
tube, at a cost of between $ 1 800 and
$2000, or rebuild the damaged tube
Archaeology
toWooster
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE'
William M. Bass is one of a small
but growing number of experts who
apply archaeological skills in the
research of mysterious deaths. : - --
Bass, an anthropologist at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, pioneered the
development of a special response
team in his state that is on call to
conduct archaeological investiga-
tions at places where human bodies
are found under suspicious circum-
stances, such as burned buildings or
roadside ditches.
. Using archaeological evidence,
Bass and his team evaluate whether
such deaths are the result of acci-
dent, arson, mishap, or murder.
. Bass is one of three archaeolo-
gists who will discuss their work
during Archaeology Week at the
College on Oct. 22-2- 4. He will be-
gin the series with an illustrated lec-
ture entitled The Archaeology of
Fires" on Tuesday, Oct. 22, at 7:30
pan. in the Lean Lecture Room of
WishartHall.
Bass's courtroom testimony has
1 sometimes been instrumental in con-
victions. He maintains a data bank
and study collection of skeletal re-
mains for use as comparative evi-
dence in his Knoxville laboratory
and has devised a field archaeology
program in which students excavate
material he has carefully buried for
'
experimental purposes. Bass was
' --recently featured on a television
documentary aired on the Arts and
Entertainment network.
Martha Potter Otto, curator of ar
send the
tube to a specialist in California
(one of only two locations nation-
wide that is equipped to handle this
problem), and the repaired part was
returned Tuesday afternoon.
WCWS was back on the air at 6
ajn. on Wednesday.
This is not the first problem
that WCWS has encountered in
recent years.
Upperclass students may remem-
ber "the physics problem of last
year, in which the station gave up
blocks of air time so that the physics
department could run its experi-
ments.
Gardner explains that this was done
voluntarily, simply because the
station's signal "wreaks havoc" with
Week Comes
chaeology at the Ohio Historical So
ciety in Columbus, makes the sec-
ond presentation of the week on
Wednesday, Oct. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in
Lean Lecture Room. She will dis-
cuss "Archaeology of Ohio's Late
Woodland Indians."
Otto, a founding member of the
Ohio Archaeological Society, has
studied Ohio archaeology for more
than 20 years. She is currently a
doctoral candidate at Ohio State Uni-
versity. , .
In the final lecture of the series,
Ohio State archaeologist Timothy
Gregory discusses "Excavations at
Isthmia, Greece," on Oct. 24 at 8
p.m. in Lean Lecture Room. The
site includes the only known large
Greek swimming pool, which is
larger than modem-da- y Olympic-siz- e
pools,, and a Roman spa later
built on top of the Greek pool. Gre-
gory has worked at the Isthmia site
for over ten years.
Robert H. Smith, chair of the ar-
chaeology program at Wooster, says
the lectures reflect the growing in-
terest in archaeology at the College.
"Archaeology was once thought
of only in terms of going to ancient
sites." Smith says. "But now there
are many other dimensions to ar-
chaeology, including its use in crimi-
nology, and the reconstruction of
the larger patterns of life in vanished
cultures."
Archaeology Week is sponsored
by the College of Wooster's Depart- -
ment of Classical Studies and the
archaeology program.
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LAUREN COHEN
Voice Staff Writer
Music Play: WCWS
The decision was made to the physics department's equipment
This will continue to be the case
this year, with WCWS again going
off the air at specific times, in def-
erence to the department.
: However, a --petition has been
filed by the College with the Fed-era- l
Communications Commission
(FCC) asking that the station be air
lowed to move its transmitter off
campus.
' Although the process takes six to
eight months, Gardner seems confi-
dent that the request will be granted.
When FCC approval comes in
(perhaps as early as Spring Break,
92) the transmitter will be moved
and "the physics problem" will
be eliminated, allowing WCWS
to sustain its regular air time
They
HANNA HOWE
Voice Staff Writer
EMILY SILVERMAN
Voice feature Editor
Shel Silverstein's, classic
children's poetry book Where the
Sidewalk Ends contains overtones
of "drug use, the occult, suicide,
death, violence, disrespect for truth.
and rebellion against parents.
This opinion is one of the many
facilitating the removal of Where
the Sidewalk Ends and hundreds of
other well-know- n titles from library
shelves across the country and
around the world.
At first glance, the display ofbooks
in the Wilson Bookstore from Sept.
AIDS Memorial Quilt:
Upcoming Events
The AIDS Memorial Quilt will be displayed during the following times at
.McGaw Chapel, the College of Wooster.
- Sunday, October 13 4 pjn. - 8 pjn.
V Monday, October 14 10 a.m. - 8 pjn.
Tuesday. October 15 10am.-8p.n- v
OTHER EVENTS;
Saturday, Oct. 12
Film: Longtime Companion
r 7:30 & 10 p.m., Mateer Audi-
torium, $1.00 admission
Sunday, Oct. 13
i Opening ceremony: Unfolding
"of the quills and reading of
names, 4 p.m.. McGaw Chapel,
free admission
Tuesday, Oct. 15
Speaker: Jacob Gayle, PhD --
Center for Disease Control
Special assistant for minority
Back on;
without interruption. ' ' "
Despite these problems, WCWS
is the largest student-ru- n organiza-
tion on campus, maintaining over a
1 00 person staff, with about thirteen
management positions.
The station tries to offer a va-
riety of programs, with the hope
that there will be "something for
everyone."
Music is selected by the Pro-
gramming Director, who makes
decisions based upon student in-
terests, requests, and word:of-mout- h,
and what is sent to the
station from record companies.
. In addition to a huge variety of
music (everything from progressive
to the Metropolitan Opera Series),
the station presents extensive cov--
Banned That Book?
...Banned Book Week
28 to Oct. 5 looked like a promo-
tional display. In a sense it was.
because upon closer examination of
the books, the descriptive notecards
attached totbenvand the jars brim-
ming with red and blue buttons pro-
claiming, ri READ BANNED
BOOKS," one could discern that this
display was part of , the nationwide
Banned Books Week '91.
College bookstores everywhere
participated, in this observance hon-
oring the First Amendment, and
Wilson Bookstore displayed over
250 titles, among them books which
frequently come under attack, such
as To Kill a Mockingbird. But some
surprises were present as well. In
and other special populations
(HIV)
Black Leader-in-Residenc- e, 8
p.m., Scheide Music Building,
Gault Recital Hall, free admis-
sion. - '. -
Wednesday, Oct. 16 - -
Persons Living With AIDS
Panel Discussion & local social
service agencies will be avail-
able for current resources and
volunteer information, 7:30 p.m.,
Scheide Music Building, Gault
Recital Hall, free admission
the Air
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erage (almost exclusive to College
events) of athletic contests, includ-- r
ing football,' men's and women's,
basketball, baseball, and other spe-ci- al
events.
Restored to the airwaves, WCWS
is hoping to increase its visibility on
campus with new station T-shi- rts '
and bumper stickers, and is hoping
to co-spons- or some upcoming events
at The Underground.
Furthermore, tentative plans
for a campus-wid- e compact disc
sale are in the works. In addi-
tion, listener involvement in
music selection is encouraged.
Anyone wishing to make requests
can do so on the WCWS Request
Line, extension 2477 (off-camp- us
number, 263-2477- ).
99
'91
addition to several Silverstein titles.
the American Heritage Dictionary
and Our Bodies. Ourselves have
been... systenKUicall y . suipris--
One could actually hear students
as they studied the display, mutter,
"That book has been banned7 ,
Banned Book Week '9 1 was "de
signed to be a positive educational
Drogram...helping bookstores.
schools, and libraries organize their
programs in support of the First
Amendment," according to tne
Dro gram's resource book:
B ut Edward Runser of the book
store put it best: "Anyone should be
able to read anything they like.
fc ijtiK iK
tit 'M9 Ns
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Nancy Hunter "93, Kristin Flacks bart "93, Mermaids Jen Holscott "93, Ann Schmttz "93,
Octopus Lisa Clark "93 all Rock Under the Sea on the EKO float.
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President Copeland congagulates Ootstandino Female Senior Jennifer Spielberg as Outstanding
Male Senior Eric Hicks (r) looks on. .
125th Homecomieg at
Wooster in the Raie
y. "
,y t.; '
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-
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Co-dru- m major, Jennifer Sherwood 93, leads the Scot band at the Seranadeon the Lowry patio
f i
? J
RB Brian Grandison 92 rushed for 187 yards and 2TD's in Wooster's 23-2- 0
win over Case Reserve.
"
." tl 4
DESprre the occasional downpour, the Scot Band remained true to form, as seen here marching
down Wayne Avenue. All photos by Dan Stefaniuk.
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Calvalcade Grew Expose Themselves to the Voice
KRISTIN L. FLACHSBART
Managing Editor
The 1'940' s Radio Hour opens
this Thursday in Freedlander The-
atre and runs through Sunday. The
show presents the Mutual Manhat-
tan Variety Cavalcade, an ensemble
of singers and dancers who perform
weekly shows on New York's radio
station W.O.V.
The WoosterVdw'c was fortunate
enough to interview some of the
performers ofthe Cavalcade. Cliffton
Feddington. part-owne- r, manager,
singer, and announcer for the Caval-
cade, stated that Mthe performers and
staff are a very exciting group of
people."
Ann Collier is one of the three
female performers in the
Calvalcade. She is 31 years old
and is raising her six-year-o- ld
son Tommy by herself.
The rumen about Johnny Cantone
and me going out together are true, but
that's all in the past now, and 1 would
personally like to forget about it.
Johnny Cantone is the featured
singer of the show. He refused to talk
about Ms. Collier, but instead re-
flected on his own life's experience.
1 grew up in Brooklyn. When I
Cargo Crate
Furniture Co.
Functional furniture for less.
Futons ,
Twin 39x75 $199
Fuli 54 x75 $225
Queen 60 x 85 $248
Prices include frame
We also have hand-mad-e crates
and trunks in sizes
to fit any room. :
Two free crates with the purchase of a
futon, when college LD. is presented.
12218 Lincoln Way East
682-68- 00
. .
. j ..
.vli (Li: ' -- m- Ui 1 of
was young, I wanted to be a boxer,
but this dream just didn't work ouL
So. you see. I gave singing a chance.
I started out in some small clubs.
Then Cliffton came to me, signed me
up, and here I am."
At this point, a very tipsy Mr.
Cantone stumbled off in order to
smile at some screaming fans.
Shortly afterwards, these same girls
were seen receiving monetary pay-
ment from a crew member.
A delivery boy at the local store,
Wally Ferguson, is an avid fan of the
Cavalcade. "I'm from Alturia, Penn-
sylvania, but I came down to New
TRAVEL WITH
6
34G E. Bovytiian SI-Wooste- r.
Ohio
44691
21G-2G4-G5- 05
HOO-347-G5- 05
York to live with my Uncle Dom so
I could make it in show business. I
hang out here a lot, 'cause I'm hoping
that someday I'll get on the air." .
Theatre-goer- s are anxiously await-
ing next week's show. Marvin
Snitzer, a shoe salesman from New
York, is very excited about the per--,
formance. "Some customers of mine
said this Cavalcade was worth seeing '
live, so I decided to check it out.
From what I hear, that Ginger girl can
really put on a show."
Marjorie Whiuaker, a teenager,
from Trenton, New Jersey, was pick-
ing op her tickets, which her parents .
REG OHIOTAP30S
Vr
FLA .JKSffl
V ' 1 LtlIthIn walking distant r H
DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT LD.
CARDS AVAILABLE.
l1 0
ii-- i i ; i i'iiii
MM
Disa
MISTEICIBO
CCEPTCD
222 W. Liberty St. 264-21- 61
audio video autosound hi end audioQuality Products'Competltlue Prices
Knoulodgoablo Sales Staff
. nutosound installation
by appointment.
Repair seruice for most brands
Student discount with I.D. card
WHERE QURL ITY IS NOT EHPENSIUE
i
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS, the leader in coUegiatt; travd needs morivaied individuals and
groups to promote WinterSpring Break trips. For information call
Student Travel Services, Ithaca, NY at 1-80O6- 48-4849.
bough ther for her 1 6th birthday. I've
never been in New York before, and
I 'm going toget to see an actual radio
studio! I can't wait! And I've got
frontrow seats tosee Johnny Cantone!
Oh, he is such a dreamboaiV
Tickets iotThel94Cf sRadioHour
are still available for the Thursday
and Sunday shows at the Freedlander
Box Office.
Special thanks to Robert Kugler.
Shannon Peery, Sarah Peters. Chris
Strompolos, and Matt Williams.
EDUCAIIQN
FOR THE
REALWOEID
Graduate degree programs
CMA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-releva- nt
issues.
Area and Functional Fields:
Interamerican Studies '
(US.-Lati- n American
.
Relations)
.
Soviet and East European
Studies
Middle East Studies
International Relations
International Business
Management
International Security
and Conflict
ConTparative Development
International Economics
Apply by February 1
for assistantshms
and other financial aid.
ffiJiPSQuth Center
Students who are interested In
Interamerfcaa issues are partrulariv
encouraged to apply for Nor&South
Center Graduate Attrtartthfps.
GRMUATC SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL SiWlES
Admissions, Room 388 ;
Coral Gables, R 33124-301- 0
(305) 284-417- 3
T T UNIVERSITY OF
nT
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Bertice Berry Delivers Punchlines with a Purpose
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Bertee Berry wil perform at tie Underground on Wednesday.
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
The Underground will present a
special comedy night with Beatrice
Berrynext Wednesday, October 16,
beginning at 8 pm.
Admission for the performance
is $.30 with a college I.D.
Ms. Berry is an accomplished
comedienne with sharp wit and
giddy sarcasm dropping one- - lin-
ers like Were not black; we're
Huxtables."
She has been seen on
Showtime' s Comedy Club Net-
work, Everyday. With Joan
Lunden, CNN's World Report,
and Crossfire.
"CNN?" you may ask yourself?
But Ms. Berry is a Kent State
graduate with a Ph.D. in sociol-
ogy and is former university pro-
fessor. : .
Bertice Berry is not only respected
for her comedic talent, but for her
scholarly and insightful outlook on
racism and sexism.
She is much different from
other comics in that she has an
WCWS CONCERT CONNECTION
Sat. 12
rue. 15
rhu. 17
Sat. 19
Tue. 22
Wed. 23
Fri.25- -
Tue. 29
Kevin Anderson - Music Director
October
Meat Puppets
Hoodoo Gurus
Insane JaneEllen James Society
Monks of DoomHieronomous Firebrain
Blues TravelerWidespread Panic
Disappear Fear
Mother Love BonePearl Jam
Saffire
Rush
For Ticket Information on most of these shows, call the Tickecm aster Hotline:
1-800-44-
8-900?
Peabody's
Empire Club
Oberlin College
Peabody's
Agora
Peabody's
Peabody's
Peabody's
Riverfront Stadium
actual message to give to her au-
dience.
She stays away from obscene
humor and conveys positive
ages about living happily together
and loving each other, whether
black, white, male, or female.
"My material is all positive for
blacks and women," remarks
Berry.
"I am a spokesperson for ev-
erything I believe in, and if other
people believe in them, fine."
Her involvement in perform-
ing professionally as a comedi-
enne came about as a result of her
outlook on teaching in her soci- -
ology classes. "
"Humor is as much an instru-
ment of instruction as the text-
books. It makes it easier for the
students to understand."
Touring colleges across the
country, including Notre Dame,
Capital University, DePaul Uni-
versity, University of Wisconsin,
and Kent State University just to
name a few, she has received
nothing but rave reviews from
both students and faculty for her
insightful humor.- -
She is either the Bill Cosby of
Sociology or the Doctor of Com-
edy, or both. .
Satta Returns to Wooster
f 'L A.
Cleveland's Satta perform at tie Underground tomorrow nighi
FROM 10 P.M. TO 2 A.M. ADMISSION IS $.75 WITH A COLLEGE I.D.
Wrongs
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SHAWN PERRY &
LAUREN COHEN
A&E Editor & Voice Writer
Tonight, from 8 to 1 1 p.m., the
Spotlight Showcase at Mom's
will feature two great entertain-me- nt
acts in one terrific evening.
Both acta will perform on the
patio outside of Mom's and there
is no admission charge.
First, the college band Ground-
hog will perform. Until today,
yoa probably thought a ground-
hog was a small furry woodland
creature.
But the College's Groundhog
is a musical group made up of
two Wooster sophomores. Brant
Allen and Mike Siifel. a violinist
and guitarist respectively.
Both have experience playing
in campus bands and have been
- performing for about a year.
They describe their music as
"contemporary-suburban-folk- "
influenced by such artists as Bob
Dylan, Neil Young, and Lou
Reed.
In addition to covers of these,
and other artists' material, the
band's repertoire consists of an
equal number of original songs. .
The band will also be seen Oc-
tober IS at Soup and Bread and
October 30 at the Pine Street
Coffee Shop.
Following Groundhog's perfor-
mance, the popular campus com-
edy troupe Don't Throw Shoes
will perform in their first campus
STUDENT
Friday. Oct 11
HAPPY HOUR: Relax and un-
wind at the Underground from 5 to
7:30 pjn.!
VIDEO: Come see Memphis Belle
at the Underground at 8 pjn. for
tonly S JO!
STUDENTSPOTLIGHTSHOW- -
CASE: From 8 p.m. until 1 1 p.m.
the campus band Groundhog (for
merly Bunny & the Chia Pets).
along with comedy troupe Don't
Throw Shoes, will rock Mom's!
MOONLIGHT BOWLING: Stay
up late for free shoe rental and half
tarice bowling!
DJ. AT THE UNDERGROUND:
11 p.m. until 2 ajn. Dance the
ni gh t away for SJO ! ! !
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Spotlight Showcase to Feature Groundhogs and Shoes?
show this semester.
Presented as the "Gotta Be the
Shoes" show, the group is made
up of nine individuals each with
their own zany and irreverent
sense of humor.
Don't Throw Shoes originated
three years ago as an idea be
tween fellow theatre performers
Eric Pfeffinger '92, Chris Ruch
'92, and Gabe Zucker '92 along
with friends Karen Cordrick "92
and Andy Cobb '93.
Liking the idea of a college
comedy group, they sought out
friends who might be interested
in joining.
They enlisted the talents of
Cathy Taylor '92. Clarke
McFarlane 92, Louisa Metchant
92, and Justin Boyd 93.
Performing regularly at the Pine
Street Cafe and various college func-
tions such as this year's First-Ye- ar
Orientation, the group has created
quite a following on the campus as
well as other colleges.
. Recently, they performed at
Ohio University where they were
given a standing ovation by the
exuberant crowd.
"It gave us a chance to perform
for other people besides our
friends." said Karen Cordrick.
The experience made the group
hopeful to perform at other uni-
versities.
Don't Throw Shoes has a humor-
ous aspect that covers a broad range
of subjects. Skits such as "P.C. Beer
ACTIVITIES BOARD
Saturday. Oft. 12
HORSEBACK RIDING: Saddle
up and enjoy the ride from 1 1 a.m. to
.4 pjn. Tickets S3.00. Sign up at
Lowry Front Desk.
LONGTIME COMPANION will be
shown in Mateer at 7:30 p.m. until
10 p.m. $1.00. It's a great movie;
check description on Movie poster!
BAND: The ever-popul- ar Satta
brings its reggae beat back to the
Underground from 10 p.m. until 2
a.m.1 S.75.
Sunday. Oct. 13
OPENING CEREMONY for the
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt
at McGaw, from 4 pjn. to 8 pjn. The
quilt will also be on display OcL 14&
15 from 10 ajn. to 8 pjn.
f
0
The Wooster Comedy Troupe,
Commercial" and "Bob Villa in
Kenarden," offer sure laughs fo
everyone.
They also perform improvisational
skits in their shows which showcases
their true comedic talent and sense of
timing and imagination.
"Improvisation is the highlight of
Tuesday. Oct. IS
SPEAKER: Jacob Gayle. Ph.D
from the Centers for Disease Con
trol. Special Assistant for Minority
and Other Special Populations, and
Black Leader-in-Residenc- e, will
speak on "Lessons Learned on the
HIV Battlefield" at 8 p.m. in Gault
Recital Hall.
Wednesday. Oct. 16
PANEL DISCUSSION: "Persons
Affected by AIDS" at 7:30 pjn. in
Gault Recital Hall. Followed by an
Agency Fair to assist persons who
wish to become actively involved
in AIDS-relate- d issues.
COMEDY NIGHT: Bemice Berry
is back at the Underground! For
S-5-
0. come crack uo ai 10 n.mr
-
. ','''
' )
Don't Throw Shoes
our show," comments Eric
Pfeffinger. "We are hoping to start
an improv. session at the cafe."
It would be hard to actually
express the workings of this
group in how they come up with
some of their ideas except tostate
their motto, "Anything is sub
"A&E Calender
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
The College ofWooster Art Mu-
seum will feature the work of
Winifred Lutz, a professor of sculp-
ture at the Tyler School of Art at
Temple University.
The exhibit, a site-integrat- ed sculp-
ture installation presented as a "corn-temptatio- n
area" at the College, is lo-
cated at the oak grove near Galpin
HalL The project is sponsored by the
Dillon Art Fund.
Lutz is the College's first Vis-
iting Dillon Lecturer in Art. Lutz
has done similar installations at
the Cleveland Museum of Art,
the Brooklyn Museum, and Mi-
ami University.
An on-si- te opening reception will
be held today starting at 4:30 p.m.
and is open to the public.
Photo by Mike Pepper
I
ject to change."
The group also hopes to keep
Don't Throw Shoes a tradition
and an influence on the Wooster
campus long after they're gone
in the sense that "the band will
not only wear kilts, but also Con-
verse."
The Canton Ballet will present
the popular fairy tale classic "The
Little Mermaid" at 2 p.m. on Satur-
day, October 13 at the Palace The-
atre in downtown Canton. "
"The Little Mermaid" is a full-leng- th
ballet adaptation of the popu-
lar Hans Christian Anderson's story
about a mermaid who wins her hand-
some prince.
An additional children's piece
will also be presented. "Shh," cho-
reographed by the Canton Ballet's
Angelo Lemmo, tells the tale ofa toy
shop which miraculously comes to
life at night. Tickets go on sale
Wednesday, October 2.
Reservations can be made by
calling 452-409- 8 Advance tick-
ets are S9 for adults and $6 for
students. Tickets at the door are
S10andS7.
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FIELD HOCKEY
Wooster
SAM TWEEDY
Voice Sports Writer
Despite the torrential down-
pour of last'Saturday, the Lady
Scot field hockey team extended
their winning streak and came up;
victorious, yet again.
In a double-overtim- e, sudden-deat- h
pinch, Wooster defeated
Wittenberg 2-- 1, increasing their
overall record to 7-2- -1, and en-
suring that their nationally-ranke- d
fifteenth status stayed
written in stone.
Wooster dominated early in the
game, out for revenge against
Wittenberg, and began their scor-
ing early off.'
In the first period, just five
minutes into the game, Meg
Wood 95 set the ball in play off
a penalty corner. Co-capta- in
Clara Mitchell '92 received the .
ball at the top of the circle and
drilled it past the Wittenberg
keeper, putting the Lady Scots in
the lead. Play resumed and
Wooster continued to overpower
their opponents by outshooting
them 8. to 3 jjntilsix minutes,
remained in the first half.
Despite the aggressiveness of
the Lady Scots, an unassisted goal
was made by the Wittenberg
team, tying the score as the half-tim- e
buzzer sounded. This was
to be the only goal allowed by.
Wooster goalie, Becky
Tederstrom '94.
The second period showed the
aggressive Scots continuing to
overpower their opponents by
outshooting them 22 to 8.
Wittenberg's defense seemed to
shut down Wooster at the top of
the circle, denying them of any
goals in the second period, push- -
ing them to their first overtime.
VOLLEYBALL
Winning Continues;
CHRIS MACKY
Voice Sports Writer
Wooster's volleyball team took a
road trip to Cedarville to play a trio of
non-conferen- ce matches on Monday
evening. The Lady Scots came away
winners in two of the matches. The
victories were over Salem Teikyo
and Wilberforce. The single loss
came at the hands of Cedarville.
Following a lengthy bus ride,
Wooster took the court against a
highly motivated Cedarville squad.
Jen O'Keefe 92 started out the game
Sparkles with a Pair of Home
With ten minutes on the clock.
Wooster kept the ball in their
offensive ended, pummeling
Wittenberg's keeper with shots.
Yet ten minutes just did not prove
long enough for the Lady Scots
to wrap, up --theirs win -- they,
needed just a few more seconds.
A ten-minu- te sudden death pe-
riod began with Wooster having
possession of the ball. 'With a
perfect pass from Luci Day r?4,
Carissa Conner 92 dribbled the
ball upfield, dodged several de-
fenders, and maneuvered her way
past the, keeper to score with a
reverse stick:.. all of which oc-
curred in a whirl of twelve sec-
onds to send Wittenberg home
with a loss.
Fired up from this win, Wooster
stayed home Wednesday to take
on Kenyon. What started off as a
relatively slow paced game
turned into a Lady Scot slaughter
when Wooster beat Kenyon 7-- 1.
The first half began with
Conner scoring what was to be
her first of many unassisted goals
at 3Q:43Tbis.was the.pnly.goal
of the period, sending the Scots
into half time with a 1- -0 lead.
By the statistics of the first
period, one. could easily have
thought that this would be a close
game, one that might lead to yet
another overtime. But the Lady
Scots quickly wiped away this
possibility as their scoring really
began. Conner, with three con-
secutive goals brought Wooster
to a 4-- 0 lead.
Kenyon was able to retaliate
shortly after, with a goal by Katie
Belter, yet this was their one and
.only chance. Wooster came right
back, relentless.
With an assist from Kate
on a high note for Wooster with an
early kill to tie the score 1- -1 . Unfor-
tunately, the next Wooter offensive
kill didn't come until the score was
posted at2-ll,Cedarvi- lle. The Lady
Scots couldn'tseem to intensify their
effort, so they were defeated 3-1- 5.
That lack of intensity carried over
into the second game with Cedarville,
and Wooster found themselves down,
very quickly, by the score of 1-- 9. A
timeout at that point did little good as
Cedarville cruised to a 15--2 victory.
Their next match pitted the Lady
V
' i
f ;
Lisa Ostermueller "94 rres the
Sanderson 92, Lisa Ostermueller
'94
.
put one past the Kenyon
keeper, placing Wooster in the
lead with a score of 5-- 1. -
Wooster kept fighting, never
letting up for a minute. Clara
Lady Scots
Scots against an inexperienced team
from Salem, West Virginia. O'Keefe
initiated the scoring by serving the
first four points of the match. Wooster
then raced to an 8-- 3 lead and never
looked back as they won th& first
game easily 15-- 4.
With several starters resting on
the bench, the Lady Scots jumped
out to a 1 2-- 0 lead in the second game
via a dominating offense which in-
cluded five Larie Warneke '95 serv-
ing aces and three Mary Smucker
'95 kills. Although Salem Teikyo
4?
balC down field.
Mitchell '92, with an assist from
Kendra Denson '92, was next on
the scoring agenda, when she
outsmarted the keeper with less
than five minutes left in the game.
To finish off the scoring came
Take Two of Three
managed a handful of points late in
the game they never challenged
Wooster as the Lady Scots again
won easily 15-- 5.
Wooster's final match of the
evening was with Wilberforce Uni-
versity, a school in Southwest Ohio.
When Erin Bisenius '94 stepped up
to serve forWooster the score was 0-- 4,
Wilberforce. She then proceeded
to rip apart the opposing team's de-
fense by serving seven aces in ten
attempts. A Wilberforce timeout at
9-- 4 halted Bisenius streak, but it
Victories
T "1 --V
""
' ,'.
Photo by Mike Pepper
Wood, who put a 7-- 1 end to the
game with 1:10 remaining before
the Lady Scots could claim an-
other victory, tyng them for first
in the NCAC with Ohio
Wesleyan.
didn't end Wooster's dominance .as
they took the first game 15-- 4. The
second game was much closer in
that the score was tied at 3-- 3 and
laterat 11-1- 1. All 1-- 12, Wilberforce,
a rotation violation by Wilberforce
gave Wooster the side out, and
Tammy Brooks 92 proceeded to
serve out the match, including an
ace on match point.
The Lady Scots will resume con-
ference play on Saturday when they
host Case-Weste- rn Reserve and
Earlham in Timken Gymnasium.
(
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MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Scots Run Away with 2nd
HOWIE RENSTCHLER
Voice Sports Writer
On Saturday morning, October 5,
the women's cross country team
awoke early and started a day which
would bring triumph and hope.
The triumph was their second place
finish in an invitational.
- The hope was found in the middle
of the finishing field where Wooster
packed seven finishes into nine posi-
tions. But perhaps the best aspect
was that the performance was done
on a 3.1 mile rolling course at Lick-
ing County Park, the home course of
the "Big Red", Denison.
Captain Anna Scherzer '92 is not a
The Annual
Dance party
v a A
Friday, October 11
from 9.30p.m.
to 12.30a.m.
in The Babcock
Dining Room.
Please bring
your I.D.
5
If? If j to
I i I
stranger to finishing among the top
women. Scherzer was on time in this
race, finishing second in a time of
21:10. Racing a fraction of a minute
behind was Captain Susan Louis 92
in seventh place with a time of 21 :40.
Following closely was Nettie Link
'92 in twelfth place, with a time of
2220. Immediately behindLink fin-
ished Amy Bacik '94 in sixteenth
place with a time of22:40. Rounding
out the top five scoring finishes was
Jo-Lyn- ne DeNapoli '95 in eighteenth
place with a time of 22:50. The top
five squeezed a score of fifty-fiv- e to
safely secure a second place finish at
the Denison Invitational. Triumph.
The strength of the Wooster team
Place at Denison X-Coun- try Invitational
was in the group that comprised fin-
ishes between the sixteenth place of
Bacik and the twenty-fourt- h place of
Susan Roberts '94. In this group were
Denapoli (18), April Heck '93 (19),
Kristi Bender '92 (20). Marya Cross
'93 (21).and Katie Lehman '95 (23).
The significance of this packing lies
in the calculation of team scoring.
By working together and packing,
the Wooster women pushed all the
other team scores higher and out of
the scoring ranging. Running as a
team and grouping runners together
will become even more significant
November 2 at the conference meet.
The women have a chance at do-
ing well in the meets to follow, but
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
Boston University
d -- ry ociomt ii, lm roni irou am -- zoo pni
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,
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n r w citTi rum trips
KHIingron,VT l31-2.- 2 $160manbcrs,$175 noo-memb-as
Holiday Valky, NY 222$60 marbers, $70 ron-ment- es
$200 PACKAGE DEAL
If interested, please contact Don Tinker X-37-62
rest assured there is work to be done
and these women harriers are right on
schedule.
BETH BLAKEMORE
Voice Sports Writer
The Wooster men came off a hard
week of training to finish second in
the Denison Invitational last Satur-
day. Mount Union won the meet wi in
41 points while Wooster's (57) tied
for second with conference rival
Denison well ahead of Oberlin (83)
and Ohio Wesleyan ( 1 27).
Individually, Jason Kelley '93 led
the way, winning the race in 27:05.
Next, Wheeler Spaulding '94 sprinted
through the mud and over the wet
Verbrugge named
Athlete of the Week
WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION RELEASE
Surprising as it may seem. Dot
Verbrugge '92 does a lot more than
explain to people how to pronounce
her last name.
This senior works between 15 and
20 hours a week as head student
trainer. She is also an R.A. in
Armington, the treasurer of a Greek
organization, and a pre-me- d major
anxiously awaiting replies from gradu-
ate schools.
Originally from Grand Rapids,
Michigan, Verbrugge started work-
ing in Wooster's athletic training room
in her first year. At that time, she also
played varsity soccer. Three years
and three seasons later, she took on
the position as head student trainer.
That meant, though, getting off the
playing field as a team captain,
even and devoting her time to the
f Carpet Crafts
v - ' :Iincoln interiors
FLOOR AND WALL COVERINGS
ART AND ACCESSORIES
10 off on remnants
for students
Phone (216) 262-15- 57
6840 Lincoln Way East
Wooster, Ohio 44691
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grass to finish sixth in 27:52. Paul
Kinney 95 followed, securing 14th
place, with a time of 28:29.
David Siouffer '94 placed 16th in
28:32, while Jeff Beck '92 emerged
from the woods to place 1 8th in 28:37.
Kevin Cavanaugh '93, 27th (29:27),
and Steve McMillan '93,29th (29:35).
rounded out the top seven.
"Wheeler and Paul both had outstand-
ing races," said head coach Dennis Rice.
"Kevin also ranasolid race after recently
recovering from an illness."
This Friday the Scots will face their
toughest competition thus far when
they take on over fifty schools in the
All - Ohio Championship Meet at
Ohio Wesleyan.
training room.
"It's difficult sometimes, because
I want to be out there playing."
Verbrugge commented. "But every
time I'm able to help as a trainer. I'm
reminded that I've made the right
decision."
"It's really rewarding to watch ath-
letes recover from injuries through
the rehabilitation they get in the train-
ing room." she added.
The real reward will come, she
hopes, from the learning experience.
getting some of the know-ho- w that
wi II come in handy at medical school.
In her free time, a rare thing for
Verbrugge, she likes to run for twenty
.
minutes, three times a week. She
tries to remind herself, too, not to get
so caught up in working to reach
goals that she forgets to be happy. On
or off the playing field, she wants to
stop and smell the flowers.
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Captain Mphatso Namwali '93 puts the ball behind Michigan
DFFFNQRR IN WOOSTER'S 2 -- 1 VICTORY OVER UNIV. OF MICHIGAN
ANDREW ROBERTSON
Voice Sports Writer
Despite losing co-capt- ain Chris
Ziegler 92 to a season-endin- g in-
jury , the Wooster men's soccer team
responded with pride, snapping a
three-gam- e losing streak with two
strong wins at home to improve their
. record to 4-5- -2.
Home is where the heart is, and
the team played from the heart Sat-
urday afternoon with a resounding
3-- 1 victory over Earlham in the rain
at Carl Dale Field.
Mphatso Namwali 93 scored
twice and Paul Pakenham-Wals- h '94
netted his first goal of the year to
lead the Scots to their first North
Coast Athletic Conference win
-
Goals Snap Scot's Three Game
of the season. .
Wooster, which is undefeated (4
0--1) at home. wa$ hungry for a vic-
tory after losing three straight garnet
on the road, but Earlham scored first
midway through the first period when
forward Frank Hohenstein broke
through the Scot defense and beat
goalkeeper Drew Nelson '92 with a
shot into the upper left corner to put
the Quakers ahead 1-- 0.
Wooster responded quickly and
tied the score just two minutes late
when Namwali, who earlier in the
day kicked a field goal and two extra
points in the Scot football team's
23-2- 0 victory over Case-Weste- rn Re-
serve, redirected Chris Bond's '94
shot to Beat crossed-u-p Quaker goal
- Photo by Mike Pepper
keeper Stuart Whitcome.
The first half ended in a 1- -1 tie.
but Wooster turned it up a notch on
offense in the second half.
Pakenham-Wals- h needed only two
minutes to score the go-ahe- ad goal
when he took a pass from Alan Banda
'95, dribbled toward the left post,
and sliced his shot past a diving
Whitcome to put the Scots ahead to
stay 2-- 1.
Namwali added an insurance goal
when he collected a loose ball at the
top of the box and fired a bullet
through the hands of Whitcome to
give Wooster a 3-- 1 lead.
"I thought we played a very pro-
fessional game , said Wooster as-
sistant coach Graham Ford. "In the
Losing Streak
second half we used the entire width
of the field, which opened things up.
We created a lot more opportunities
up front
The team then came from behind
to defeat NCAA Division I giant
University ofMichigan 2:1 in a well-play- ed
exhibition of quality soccer
on Wednesday. Michigan scored
first early in the second half, but the
Fighting Scots were not to be intimi-
dated by the reputable Wolverines
and put on a show of their own for
the hometown fans to pull out an
exciting 2-- 1 victory.
"It was a comfortable game," com --
mented Wooster head coach Bob
Nye after the game. "(Both teams
played) clean, quality soccer."
The game was exciting right from
the start as both teams pushed the
attack and created opportunities to
score. Scotkeeper Jon Wiedenhamer
'93 made an outstanding play to turn
away a sharp header from Wolver-
ine defender Kelly Kuehne early in
the period. Then it was Michigan
goalie Mark Kulper's turn. as
Wooster striker K.C. Sl John 95
dribbled in close aruj let loosewith a
Diuin. ivaipcr uim&cu uic siiui tum
had to scramble to save another as
Sl John attempted to head his own,
rebound. Despite the offensive pres-
sure, neither team notched a goal in
the first half.
The second half started with a bang,
as Wolverine forward Guy Metzger
collected a pass from Dave Rindfusz,
broke away from the Scot defense and
powered a shot past Wiedenhamer to
put Michigan up 1-- 0 only six minutes
into the second period. Wooster,re-sponde-d
in turn .soon after. Namwali
served a free kick into the box and right
onto the head of soaring midfielder
Bond who lifted the ball past Kulper to,
tie tlx sccke.. Then1 with Only five'
minutes left in the game, Wooster for-
ward Eric Bell '92 outleaped Kulper
for a floating pass from Banda and
headed the ball against the back comer
to give the Scots a 2-- 1 advantage.
Michigan tried to come back but
Wooster's defense held strong to pre-
serve the win.
"It's fun to win those games,' re-
marked ajovial Nye after the game. "I
didn't think the guys were as intense in
the second half, but overall they played
well."
The-gam- e will not count towards
Wooster's record because the Wolver-
ines are only a club team, but the
victory should boost morale as the
Scots prepare to face tough NCAC
rival Allegheny next Saturday at Carl
Dale Field.
Hicks named
Outstanding
Senior
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
Eric Hicks 92 was named the Col-
lege of Wooster's Outstanding Se-
nior Man of the Year at halftime of
last Saturday's Homecoming foot-
ball game.
Hicks is a three-ye- ar starter for
Wooster's nationally-ranke- d men's
tennis team, and before this season
was a member of the men's soccer
team. He currently carries a 3.95
grade point average in biology.
Namwali
Burns the Field
at Both Ends
JASON GINDELE
Voice Sports Editor
Mphatso Namwali '93 contributed
five points and a tackle to the football
team's 23-2- 0 win over Case-Weste- rn
Reserve,, and then raced up to the
soccer field $ score twogdals irrf
Wooster's 3--1 victory over Earlham
last Saturday.
Namwali had a field goal of 30
yards and two extra points during the
game. His diving tackle came in the
first half on a kickoff, stopping a
possible Case Reserve touchdown. "
With ten minutes left in the football'
game, Namwali ran to the locker room
and then out to Carl Dale Field just
before the start of the soccer game
against Earlham. His two goals paced
the Scots in their homecoming victory.
The two-sportstar's"Do- uble Duty"
earned him an article in Wednesday's
ediuon of USA Today (p.9C).
Namwali will not be with the foot-
ball team this Saturday when they
travel to Meadville, Pa., to take on
Allegheny, the defending national
champions, due to a soccer game on
the same day in Wooster.
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Wooster Downs Case Reserve, 23-2- 0, for Homecoming Victory
JOHN MORROW
Voice Football Correspondent
In front of an excited Homecom-
ing crowd of 2120 fans, the Fighting
Scots football team won their first
game of the season. The Scots
tenacious defense was a dominant
force as ihey held Case-Weste- rn
Reserve to a score of 23-2- 0.
The first quarter was controlled
by Case Reserve. On their first
and second drives. Case Reserve
scored two touchdowns. Despite
being down by 13 points in front
of a Homecoming crowd, the
Scots persevered. Bob Tucker,
the Scots head coach, said "We
tried to make sure it wasn't an-
other one of those days. We hung
in and kept fighting."
On the next set of downs, the
Scots put together their own scor-
ing drive. Consuming more than
six minutes and 54 yards, the
Scots drove the ball down to the
Case Reserve 12 yard line. This
put the Scots in good position for
a field goal. Mphatso Namwali
'93, the Scots kicker, put the
finishing touches on the drive
with a 30 yard field goal.
Wooster's defense continued their
seasonal streak of good play in the
second quarter, keeping Case Re-
serve from scoring. The Scots have
not allowed the opposition to score
in the second quarter this season.
Good defense created another scor- - .
ing opportunity for the Scots. With
only 1:51 remaining in the half, the
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Lady Scots Continue to Dominate Opponets
Winning Streak at Six;
Denison on Wednesday
KARYN POWERS
Voice Sports Writer
The women's soccer team went 2
for 2 again this week against Earlham
College of Indiana and Allegheny
College of Pennsylvania.
With these two victories, the
Lady Scots extend their streak to
six straight and maintain a North
Coast Athletic Conference record
of 4-- 0 and an overall record of
9-1-
-2.
Unfortunately, "Homecoming-wa- s
a bit of an irony for the team
as they had to take to the road for
the day. But the Lady Scots
Scots forced a fumble by sacking the
Case quarterback. Kevin Ryan '94
recovered the loose ball for the Scots
on the Case 32 yard line.
The Scots scored four plays
later on a 17 yard Vic Rowcliffe
'92 pass to Trevor Garner '93.
Namwali kicked the extra point
and the score remained at 13-1- 0
until half lime.
The Scots scored on the first
possession of the second half.
Utilizing both the pass and the
run to their advantage, the Scots
drove seventy five yards against
the Case Reserve defense. Brian
Grandison '92 capped the drive
with a two-yar- d touchdown run.
The score put the Scots ahead for
the first time in the game, 17-1- 3.
Unfortunately for the Scots.
Case Reserve came right back
and scored. Mounting their own
impressive drive. Case regained
the lead with a touchdown. The
score now favored Case 20-1- 7.
The Scots had one more offen-
sive burst in them. Late in the
third quarter, the Scots gained
possession of the ball on the Case
49 yard line. Eight consecutive
runs by Grandison and the Scots
had regained the lead 23-2- 0.
Grandison finished the game with
187 yards on 44 carries. He was
also named by the NCAC as Of-
fensive Player of the Week.
Another Fighting Scot, TJ.
Mai lory '92, was named the NCAC
Defensive Player of the Week.
proved it was worth the trip when
they produced a 7-- 0 win to add to
the rest of the Wooster Home-
coming victories. Incidentally,
this was the third year in a row
that the women's team has taken
Earlham by that margin.
With Wooster in the offensive
third of the field 99 of the time,
scoring opportunities came fast
and furiously.
Coach David Brown observed.
"They (Earlham) were never
gonna survive unless they fought
like crazy."
Getting in on the action were
Jen Mandle "95, Karyn Powers
"93. Larisa Fricsons '95. Marcy
Hunt '94 with a pair, and Lisa
Meurer '92. Obviously the team
!
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Vic Rowcliffe 92 eludes
Mallory registered IS tackles, 13
unassisted, as the Scots defense kept
the Case offense from scoring in the
final 13:40 of play. Tucker said that
the awards were "good recognition
for the kids and Wooster, but other
players made some good plays and
didn't get recognized.
The Scots schedule continues
is full of players willing to score
goals and when called upon are
able to do so.
The second half was again an of-
fensive rout, even though it didn't
show on the scoreboard. Wooster
continued to settle the ball and dic-
tate the game but got stuck trying to
create "the perfect goal".
Finally, with only minutes left to
play, Julie Anderson 92 busted
through the defense to secure the
final goal of the game and end it at
seven goals for Wooster, none for
Earlham.
Wednesday, the Lady Scots
hopped on the bus again for the trip
to Allegheny. To that point the
Gators were undefeated in the con-
ference, but within the first ten min
Reserve defender.
to be relentless, as the Scots travel
to Pennsylvania tomorrow to play
the defending national champi-
ons, the Allegheny Gators. Al-
legheny maintains the longest
winning streak in college foot-
ball, winning 18 games in a row.
They also maintain the number
one ranking in several polls. It
utes of the game, Wooster soon
changed that. Fricsons let loose with
a cross from the left side while
Mandle finalized the play with a
volley and a goal for Wooster.
Yet Wooster was hungry for more
and persisted in their offensive drives
only to be penalized by Allegheny's
offsides trap and the continuous blare
of the whistle-happ- y referee.
"We did get caught offsides a few
times but I didn't mind that because
by being aggressive, we created a
few breakaway chances. And that
makes all the difference in a game,"
said Coach Brown.
Amidst all the extra effort and
hustle from both the Lady Scots
offense and defense, the score,
unfortunately, never got any
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should be a difficult match for
the Scots, but Tucker maintains a
positive attitude. Tucker said,
"It should be exciting to play the
number one team. There is no
pressure on us, the pressure is on
them. We should just build on
the last victory and just have fun
with it."
higher and remained at 10,
Wooster.
Remarked co-capt- ain Nicole
Podgorny 92, "We created a lot
of chances but we didn't always
get a chance to follow up on
them."
Co-capta- in Julie Anderson
added, "We played hard but we
got beat in the air far too often.
But at the end of the game the
score said it all."
The Lady Scots return home
this weekend to host Oberlin at
12:00 on Sunday and then play at
Denison on Wednesday.
Deni son , a long ti me Wooster foe,
is currently ranked above the
Lady Scots and are favored to
win the conference.
